
Cavalry in Command & Colours Napoleonic 

Having come to the hobby of war gaming through our interest in military history we have 

over many years played many different games both miniatures and board games. We have 

however taken to the Command & Colours series of games enthusiastically as they give us 

(mostly) our military history fix in a simple yet intuitive system. Between us we now have all the 

iterations of this gaming system except for the original Battle Cry, I (cannot speak for Andy 

here) have only a passing interest in the American Civil War probably reflecting where I come 

from (Scotland) more than anything else. We have given some background on our thinking, so 

now to the meat of the title. 

 Playing lots of games of the Napoleonic version of Command & Colours a question often 

comes up, “Why is cavalry less vulnerable than infantry?” The dice have an inbuilt bias toward 

the cavalry with only one face causing a casualty or two if in close combat. The infantry by 

contrast have two faces causing a casualty or three if in close combat. We have asked ourselves 

why so we decided to look at the history to see if there was any practical reason why. We could 

not find any; in fact we decided that in light of our reading the cavalry should if anything be 

more vulnerable. 

1. You have a man on a horse that is undoubtedly a bigger target, for ranged combat 

certainly, and horses being horses it could be argued that they would also be at least 

equally vulnerable in close combat. 

2. The infantry were trained to shoot at the horse, as the man sans horse was no longer a 

threat. The artillery was bound to be just as effective against horses. 

3. We could find no historical example or reasoning that would justify the cavalry having 

this advantage. The only thing that could be applied is that they have approached unseen 

to the point where their speed would carry them into the enemy without them suffering 

heavy casualties in the process but surely this would be accounted for by the die roll? 

In recognition of the foregoing we looked at solutions that would be in keeping with the 

ethos of the game. We considered replacing the dice with eight sided rather than six sided types. 

This is good in so far as it goes with 2 sides infantry, 2 sides cavalry, 2 sides flags, 1 side 

artillery and 1 side crossed swords. The percentages are good and the only thing we worried over 

was the reduction in the vulnerability of generals. That said we would have to source blank 8 

sided dice (easy) the mark them (not so easy as stickers it seemed to us were not practical in this 

case as the face size would make them difficult to affix). 

Having looked at this we were on the point of ordering the 8 sided blank dice when we 

realised there was another simpler option. Having noticed the number of extra dice stickers that 

were included with the Napoleonic set and its expansions we looked at changing one of the 

faces. We removed one infantry sticker and replaced it with a half cavalry sticker and a half 

infantry sticker (see photo). This meant that we would have one side that could be applied as a 

hit to either the infantry or the cavalry making them equally vulnerable. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

We have now played several games using the modified dice and in our opinion they 

work. Our conclusions follow. 

 

  Cavalry can no longer hang around within musket range and expect to take little or no damage, 

we both learned to pull cavalry back after attacks to try to preserve them as musketry was now 

more effective. 

  We had to make up rules for some of the cards on the hoof, basically when the card says 

"symbol rolled" the half and half acts as either infantry or cavalry. Whether this is a significant 

game changer in the long run remains to be seen.  

  Cavalry become, as historically, something you should hoard for the final breakthrough or use 

to threaten envelopment or flank attacks. This is in contrast to the normal game where often 

some players use heavy cavalry as a battering ram. Combined arms attacks seem to have become 

even more relevant/effective. 

  Cavalry approaching guns on their own are now more vulnerable, so the standard C&C tactic 

of using the cavalry to cheaply take out the oppositions artillery is not such an attractive 

maneuver. This perhaps also could be said to be more historical.  

  All in all the cavalry can be something of a one shot weapon which you have to take care with 

or you lose it (historically they became blown and rarely recovered fully within the remaining 

time of the battle). 

If this was felt to be of use then obviously the people at GMT could probably come up with a 

better graphic for the “half and half” dice face. Who knows maybe an optional rule with stickers 

in the next expansion? 
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